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Four FREE Tuesday evenings with Professional
FinancialAdvisors Michele Galante, CHS and
Lance Wiebe, CFP. Come out to listen to their
common-sense approach to managing your

Held in Meeting Room A, Fleming Centre.
Please register.
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When it comes to financial advice, it can be difficult to
separate fact from fiction. ls it futile to try to save thousands
in taxes? Should you liquidate your parents'assets before
they move to a long-term care home? Do you need a financial
planner if you don't have any money? Michele and Lance
look at common myths about financial planning.
Future programs will be held in April, May and June. Topics
include Tax Planning and Executors. For more information,
pick up a flyer or check our website.
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the Region
of Waterloo Library, and has worked in libraries
in Ajax, Leamington, Markham, Ottawa

Jill came

us in January 2005 from

and Nepean
Jill is active in both library
organizations, such as the Ontario Library Association and
the Federation of Ontario
Public Libraries, and in our
community with the Employment Help Centre
Board, the Literacy Council of Niagara West, the
Region of Niagara Culture Committee and the
Lamplighter Tour.
Jill received a B.A. in French, a Master of Library
Science, and a mid-career Diploma in Public
Administration from the University of Western
Ontario.
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What tf by Randall Munroe. I was told about this book by a co-worker and devoured it. lt is penned by a
former NASA employee turned web comic artist with a degree in physics. The book itself brings together
scientifically calculated answers to absurd fan mail inquiries he has received over the years. Science is
utilized with comedic artistry in a book that is laugh out loud funny and presents science as a subject that
is anything but dry or uninteresting. The questions that were covered dealt with knowledge that every
reader should know, such as "What would happen if you tried to hit a baseball pitched at 90 percent the
speed of light?" and "Could you build a jetpack using downward-firing machine guns?" Not to be missed.

Witd Magic by Tamora Pierce. One of Pierce's best. lt begins a quartet of young adult fantasy novels set
in the medieval world of Tortall. The story centres around a young heroine coming to terms with abilities
she does not understand and cannot control. Veralidaine Sarrasri, more commonly known as Daine, is a
relatable figure to anyone struggling with finding who they are and who they hope to be. The supporting
cast draw you in and often win your heart as they help Daine navigate the treacherous waters of coming of
age and learning where she fits in the world. This is most certainly a book worth reading.

Doctor Who: The Comptete Fr'rst Seríes [DVD]. Back in 2005, the series Doctor Who received a reboot
and with it, a new cult following. The series, in case you were not aware, deals with a "time-lord" known
only at The Doctor, who travels through space and time with a companion or two. The first series deals
with a new incarnation of the Doctor, who is dealing with some dark memories, and with shop girl Rose
who can't resist the excitement of not just seeing the world, but seeing (and often saving) the universe.
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LPL's Programs & Services
Hard to believe, but it will be Spring soon, and that
means Spring Programs, which begin in mid-April
and run until the end of May.

Beginning Monday March 23, you can register for
Babies & Books, Tales for Two and Story Time.
Programs will run from mid-April to the end of May
*****
Have you changed your e-mail address? lf so, let
us know. You'llwant to receive the library's e-mails
about items available or almost due! Don't let your
holds expire!

The incredibly powerful doctor is conflicted and far from perfect, which makes for a more fascinating character. Rose is someone relatable that viewers can root for. DoctorWhois packed with action but still manages to be touching, funny, and make you think. lf you haven't tried it yet, now is the time.

LPL is pleased to be partnering with the
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Naked in Death by J.D. Robb. The first novel in a series that is addictive and irresistible, written by Nora
Roberts under her pen name, J.D. Robb. The /n Death series can't help but draw you in with well-realized
characters and an exciting plot. This first book in the series revolves around police detective Eve Dallas as
she tracks down a serial killer terrorizing New York and fights a growing attraction to the main suspect.
While forbidden attraction is not an unconventional premise, J.D. Robb keeps it fresh, and in her typical
style builds characters that you don't want to say goodbye to. Fortunately, unlike many of her titles under
Nora Roberts, you don't have to. The series just released its fortieth book in the adventures of Eve Dallas
and it's stilljust as irresistible and readable as when I started.

l'nn to Margaret at the Fleming Library, or
call 905.563.1515.
*****

Teens! Don't forget to play Teen Book Bingo. Four
easy steps: Pick up a card; Answer the questions
correctly; Yell BINGO; Win a prize! Contest ends
March 31.
*****

The lnnovafors by Walter lsaacson. The lnnovators is a non-fiction narrative that highlights and champions the collaborative effort involved in innovation. lt starts back in the 1840s with Lady Ada Lovelace and
Babbage, who worked on the first calculating machines, and carries through the digital revolution into the
technoiogical age we live in today. The collaborations that built technology are delightfully offset with bits
of narrative that personalize those that reshaped and innovated our world, The technicaljargon that inevitably accompanies the topic, while present, is not overwhelming and is well explained. Anyone with an
interest in the development of the technological world we live in today should read this book.

Lauren Mous writes: "! have been an avid reader all my life but the possibility of working in a library
and connecting other peopte with books didn't occur to me until university, when I got a summer iob
at my locatlibrary. Librarians belonged in a mystical realm as fhe keepers of books and knowledge,
but with that summer job it occurred to me that I could take a place in that realm as well. After
finishing a degree in ancient history I pursued my diploma as a library technician and here I am.
t get to spend my days working with computers, my second love, and surrounded by books,
which is my first."

Did you know you can follow your library on Twitter
[@lincolnlibraryl] or Facebook? Allthe latest
library news!
*****

Attention Blog Lovers! LPL has blogs to keep you
informed and entertained. Check out the Lincoln
Public Library Book and DVD Chat blog, the Library
Events blog, Libraries Aren't Just Books Anymore,
and the Teen blog. Links to all can be found under
"Blogs" at uruvw. lincoln. library. on.ca
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LPL's Shelves
Can reading a novel change
your life? Yes!, according to the
authors of The Novel Gure: an
A-Z ol literary remedies, who
looked at two thousand years
of literature to find the cure for
what ails you. Simply look up
your problem, and check out the
antidote!

Claustrophobic? Escape into the world of Little
House on the Prairie by Laura lngalls Wilder.
Broke? You'll likely agree that money can't buy
happiness when you read about Jay Gatsby in
F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby.

Breaking up with someone? The authors offer a
list of The Ten Best Breakup Novels, with Nick
Hornby's High Fidelity taking top spot.
Whatever your condition, the prescription is
Read! Even if you aren't cured, you will be
transported to a new world for a while!
Looking for other books about books and
reading? Here are a few:
Read for your life: literature as a life support
sysfem by Joseph Gold

Book lust: recommended reading for every
mood, moment and reason by Nancy Pearl
Raising boy readers by Michael Sullivan
What we see when we read: a phenomenology,
with illustrafions by Peter Mendelsund
Born reading: bringing up bookworms in a
digital age: from picture books to ebooks and
everything in between by Jason Boog

And don't forget about the library's great online
resource, NoveList Plus!

